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ABSTRACT: A unified, macroscopic, one-dimensional model is presented for the quan-

titative description of the process of dielectric charging in RF MEMS capacitive 

switches. The model provides for the direct incorporation of various physical factors 

known to impact dielectric charging, such as surface roughness, material inhomogeneity 

and electric field-dependent conduction in the dielectric. The values of the various pa-

rameters used in the model are extracted from experimental data. The proposed model 

serves as a generalization of various earlier models reported in the literature for the 

quantitative description of dielectric charging. Its formulation is such that it can be in-

corporated in a straightforward manner in coupled electro-mechanical modeling 

schemes for the computer-aided analysis of RF MEMS capacitive switches. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

RF MEMS capacitive switches show great potential for use in wireless communication 

devices [1]. However, their widespread insertion in commercial products requires further 

improvements in their long-term reliability. Dielectric charging is one of the factors that 

impact switch reliability. Dielectric charging is understood to mean the accumulation of 



electric charge in the insulating dielectric layer between the two electrodes of the capaci-

tive RF MEMS switch. It can cause the switch to either remain stuck after removal of the 

actuation voltage or to fail to contact under application of pull-in voltage. Considerable 

effort has been devoted to both the experimental characterization of dielectric charging 

and the development of models that can be used to predict the impact of dielectric charg-

ing on electro-mechanical behavior of a capacitive switch. 

First experimental characterization of dielectric charging in capacitive RF MEMS 

switches was demonstrated in [2]. It was qualitatively shown that switch lifetime depends 

exponentially on the applied voltage. This was attributed to Frenkel-Poole conduction [3]   

which depends exponentially on voltage. In [4] it was reported that dielectric charging 

was caused by charge injection. Through the experimental investigation of charging and 

discharging current transients a charging model was developed and used in [5] for the 

quantitative description of dielectric charging. 

In [6] it was demonstrated that the capacitive switch lifetime is a function of the 

applied voltage and the contact quality between the bridge and the dielectric. In the same 

paper it was also argued that conduction due to Frenkel-Poole emissions was responsible 

for charge accumulation. An experimentally fitted analytical model in [7] and a stretched 

exponential relaxation model in [8] are two notable models for the quantitative modeling 

of dielectric charging.  

More recently, charge accumulation at the top and bottom interface in a capacitive 

switch was reported [9] for the first time. In the same work, the potential impact of sur-

face chemistry on dielectric charging was acknowledged. Some qualitative justification 

was given for the observed behavior. The results reported in [9] suggest the need for fur-

ther investigation into the quantitative understanding of the governing physics of dielec-

tric charging in capacitive RF MEMS switches. For example, impact of surface rough-

ness and material inhomogeneity in the thin-film dielectric are two of the factors that one 

expects to impact dielectric charging. Process induced variations and the scale of these 

devices make these factors all the more important. There is a need for a model that ac-

counts for these different factors into one setting to gain more understanding about inter-

action of various parameters and their influence on dielectric charging. 



The objective of this paper is to demonstrate a one-dimensional model for the quan-

titative description of dielectric charging with the following attributes: 

• It constitutes a generalization of the one-dimensional models reported in the  lit-

erature to date; 

• Utilizes experimentally-obtained data to extract parameters used for the descrip-

tion of the electrical properties of the model; 

• Enables the calculation and monitoring of the temporal evolution of  charge   ac-

cumulation at the top and bottom surfaces of the insulating  dielectric film; 

• Enables simulation of repeated on – off operation of the switch for switch life 

time and reliability studies; 

• Provides a means for the incorporation of the impact of the surface roughness of 

the electrode-dielectric interface on charge accumulation. 

The paper is organized as follows. We begin with the discussion of the use of an 

electro-quasi-static model for the physics involved in the dielectric charging during the 

operation of the RF MEMS capacitive switch. Next, we show how data obtained from the 

experimental characterization of a capacitive switch can be utilized for the assignment of 

appropriate values to the parameters in the electro-quasi-static model. Once these values 

have been assigned, the model is used for the quantitative investigation of charge accu-

mulation for different stress voltages. We demonstrate how the proposed model provides 

for an easy means to perform a repeated on – off operation of the switch. Finally, we 

demonstrate a methodology for accounting the material surface roughness in the model. 

 

II. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF DIELECTRIC CHARGING 

A generic illustration of the cross sectional geometry of a typical RF MEMS capacitive 

switch can be found in [9]. Despite the indicated planarity of the material interfaces, 

process variations during deposition result in a material surface roughness, which, in turn 

are responsible for a non-planar contact between the dielectric and the two electrodes 

[10]. For the purpose of modeling, we assume that the metal electrodes are perfectly flat 

while the dielectric surface has surface asperities. This assumption simplifies modeling 

while imposing no restriction on the generality of the model. More specifically, as it will 

become apparent from the following discussion, electrode-dielectric interface roughness 



is macroscopically defined in terms of a very thin layer within which the electric proper-

ties (electric permittivity and conductivity) exhibit spatial variation. This is pictorially 

described in Fig. 1. In particular, it is clearly seen from Fig. 1(b) that the contact between 

the top electrode and the dielectric surface during the DOWN state of the switch is not 

perfectly flat, leaving out air pockets, resulting in the aforementioned spatial variation in 

the electrical properties within the layer of thickness g′ . Furthermore, process variations 

may lead to spatial variation in the electrical properties of the dielectric. It follows imme-

diately from Gauss' law that such spatial variations in the electric permittivity and con-

ductivity are responsible for the accumulation of unpaired charge. Thus, a model aimed at 

the quantitative analysis of dielectric charging in RF MEMS switches must provide for 

the incorporation of such material inhomogeneities. 

To provide for such a model the three-layer, piece-wise homogeneous planar 

structure depicted in Fig. 2 is proposed. The imperfect contact at the top of the dielectric 

is modeled as a layer 'a' with permittivity and conductivity different from that of the bulk 

dielectric. The effects of different applied voltage and changes in the quality of the con-

tact (due to surface roughness) are captured through the use of appropriate values of the 

permittivity and conductivity of this layer, which are different from those in the bulk. 

Layer 'b' represents the bulk of the dielectric. Finally, layer ‘c’ represents the imperfect 

contact at the bottom side of the dielectric. 

Let V(t) be the impressed voltage between the two electrodes. It is assumed that 

the time variation is slow enough for an electro-quasi-static model to suffice for the 

analysis of the response of the structure to the applied voltage. Furthermore, the one-

dimensional nature of the proposed model and its piece-wise homogeneous material 

properties imply that the electric field is constant in each one of the three layers. Let  abρ  

and bcρ  represent, respectively, the charge densities at the top and bottom interfaces be-

tween the bulk dielectric layer and the top and bottom layers. We can then express 
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where ,    , ,i i a b cσ =  denotes the conductivity of each layer. Finally, the equation 

 ( )a cbaE bE cE V t+ + =  (3) 

closes the system of state equations to be solved for the transient evolution of the electro-

quasi-static problem. 

More specifically, given V (t) the system of (1)-(3) can be solved for the calcula-

tion of the electric fields in the three layers, which, in turn, through (1), can be used to 

obtain the temporal variation of the charge accumulation. Finally, using well-known re-

sults, the shift in actuation voltage due to charge accumulation is obtained through the 

equation, 

 T Bab bc

b

h hV ρ ρ
ε
+

Δ =  (4) 

where Th and Bh  are, respectively, the distances of the top and bottom dielectric inter-

faces from the surface of the bottom electrode. 

 Numerical studies from the application of this model for the quantification of di-

electric charging are presented in the next section. Before we proceed with these studies 

it is important to point out that, in its present form, the proposed model does not account 

for the volumetric accumulation of charge within the dielectric.  However, the model can 

be extended to account for this contribution to dielectric charging. The way this is done 

will be the topic of a forthcoming paper. 

 

III. SIMULATIONS 

A. Definition of model parameters  

Experimental results reported in [9] have been used for guiding the assignment of values 

to the various parameters for this model. Thus, for our purposes it is assumed that the di-

electric used is silicon dioxide; however, the proposed methodology is applicable to any 

other insulating material, provided that experimental data like those in [9] are available 

for the definition of the appropriate model parameters. The thickness of the dielectric 



layer is taken to be 0.25 μm, while its relative dielectric constant is 4.0. The top electrode 

is a 0.3 μm Al membrane that is grounded whereas the bottom electrode is Cr/Au. The air 

gap between the top electrode and the dielectric is 2.5 μm. Actuation voltage shifts (mag-

nitude) reported for different control voltages are as follows, ΔV = 1.25V for V = 30 V, 

ΔV =3.00 V for V = 40 V, and ΔV ≈ 0.0 V for V = 50 V. 

The values of the various parameters used in the model are presented in Table 1. 

For the DOWN state (or charging or ‘ON’ state), a=0.04 μm, b=0.25 μm and c=0.01 μm 

whereas for the UP state (or discharging or ‘OFF’ state), a=2.50 μm (which is simply the 

air gap), with b and c remaining the same as expected. In view of the above, Th , Bh  are 

0.26 μm and 0.01 μm respectively. 

With regards to assigning values for the conductivity in the silicon oxide, use is 

made of the fact that the conduction mechanism in SiO2 is predominantly of the Fowler-

Nordheim type [3], 

 2
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In this equation, q is the electronic charge, h  is the Planck's constant, om  is the electron 

mass, *m is the effective electron mass, and  φ  is the barrier potential. Thus, interpreting 

(5) in terms of Ohm's law with an electric field-dependent conductivity, yields the fol-

lowing expression for the conductivity in the dielectric 

 1 2exp( / )b K E K Eσ = −  (6) 

This expression clearly shows the exponential dependence of bσ  on the electric field in 

the bulk, E, and, hence, on the applied voltage V. The exact fit for bulk conductivities bσ  

(Table 1) has been obtained using equations (5)-(6), for barrier heights of 3.12 eV, 3.78 

eV and 4.32 eV for 30 V, 40 V and 50 V, respectively. Bulk conductivities for layers 'b' 

and 'c' during discharging (or UP state) are taken as average of their values during charg-

ing. In the UP state, the top layer is nothing but the air gap and hence its conductivity is 

taken as zero.    



With regards to assigning permittivity and thickness values to the different layers, 

we revisit this issue in greater detail in the next section where we describe ways in which 

surface roughness can be incorporated in the model. 

Depicted in Fig. 3 is the evolution of the charge densities at the top and bottom 

dielectric interfaces for stress voltages of 30 V, 40 V and 50 V. Note that the voltage is 

applied as a step input at t = 0, is kept at that value for 300s and then is set to zero for the 

rest of the time. Also shown is the temporal evolution of the resulting actuation voltage 

shift. The results are in good agreement with the experimental results reported in [9]. For 

the case of 30 V and 40 V, positive charges accumulate at both the bottom and the top 

interface. For the case of 50 V, a negative charge accumulates at the top interface and a 

positive charge at the bottom (Fig. 3), consistent with the findings in [9]. Also, as the plot 

shows, the charge at the top interface has greater influence on the actuation voltage shift. 

Furthermore, the exponential voltage dependence of charge accumulation is evident from 

the plot. These results demonstrate the ability of the model to capture different physical 

aspects of the dielectric charging process. 

 

B. Repeated on-off operation 

Next we utilize the three-layer model to investigate the dielectric charging phenomenon 

during repeated on-off operation of the switch. More specifically, we investigate the im-

pact of following parameters: frequency, duration and duty cycle of the actuating square 

wave signal. Note that, once the model parameters are defined as in section III A above, 

we use the same model for these studies without having to build a different model.  

The switch is excited with a square wave with a peak voltage of 40 V. The simu-

lation is carried out for two different frequencies, 10 Hz and 100 Hz and three different 

duty cycles of 25% (i.e. ON for 25 % of the total period, and OFF for 75 % of the total 

period), 50% and 75%. The resulting temporal variation of the actuation voltage shifts for 

these cases is depicted in Fig. 4. The curves for frequencies 10 Hz and 100 Hz are very 

close. It is evident that frequency plays no role in dielectric charging whereas actuation 

voltage shift was found to increase with increasing duty cycle and duration of signal. 

Duty cycle determines the amount of time available for charging in a given time period. 

As the duty cycle is increased from 25% to 75% the amount of time available for charg-



ing increases thus resulting in greater charge accumulation and hence greater actuation 

voltage shifts. All these results are consistent with the experimental findings reported in 

the literature [11]. 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the parameters chosen for the definition 

of the proposed three-layer model have been motivated by the desire to provide means for 

incorporating in the model several of the physical effects that govern dielectric charging. 

For example, it will be demonstrated in the following section that the variation of the 

permittivity of the top contact layer with voltage can be related to the surface roughness 

of the dielectric surface. The same also holds for the thickness of the layers. Furthermore, 

as demonstrated through the example in this section, allowing the bulk conductivity to be 

voltage dependent provides for incorporating in the model the appropriate conduction 

mechanism for the insulating material under consideration. 

 

IV. IMPACT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS 

Surface roughness plays an important role in the quality of the electrical contact between 

the metal electrode and the insulating dielectric. More specifically, it dictates the effec-

tive (actual) contact area at the metal-dielectric interface [10]. In what follows, we em-

ploy the Greenwood-Williamson (GW) model [12] used in [10] to demonstrate how the 

impact of surface roughness can be incorporated in the model. Without loss of generality, 

our presentation assumes roughness at the top dielectric interface. Roughness at the inter-

face between the dielectric and the bottom electrode can be handled in the same manner.   

The GW model utilizes the following three parameters: a) the assumed constant 

radius, R, of the spherical asperities; b) the standard deviation, sσ , of the asperity height, 

assumed to be a Gaussian distribution; c) the asperity density, DSUM. These parameters 

can be extracted from experimental measurements of moments of surface topography 

[10]. 

Let us consider the down state of the switch (Fig. 1). Based on the GW model, the 

actual contact area with respect to apparent contact area A0 is given by [10], 
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where cA  is the real contact area and g' is the separation between the top electrode and 

the asperity-mean-height plane. As the top electrode approaches the dielectric layer, g' 

will decrease. The separation g' is related to the applied load. The load P on the switch is 

a combination of the electrostatic force of attraction and the restoring elastic force, 
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In the above equations rC  denotes the real down-state capacitance, k is the effective 

spring constant, dt  is the thickness of the dielectric layer and V is the applied voltage. 

The real down-state capacitance can be expressed as  

 1 2rC C C= +  (9) 

where 1C , 2C  are, respectively, the capacitances corresponding to surface areas where the 

top electrode contacts and does not contact the dielectric surface. 2C  can be further split 

into two parts, 21C  and 22C , which come from the air gap between the metal bridge and 

the silicon dioxide and the silicon dioxide itself, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). 

Thus, we have, 
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In addition, we define the normalized down-state capacitance as 

 *
r

a
CC
C

=  (11) 

where aC is the capacitance corresponding to the apparent contact area A0. 
Equations (7)-(11) form a set of non-linear equations in g', which can be solved itera-

tively to obtain a value of g' and, hence, *C , for different applied voltages. A detailed set 

of equations can be found in [10], [12] and will not be repeated here. 

Next, we compute the voltage dependence of the normalized, down-state capaci-

tance for the following roughness parameters sσ  = 6.8 nm, R=18.23 nm, DSUM=509μm-2,  



and material properties, 70 GPa, 0.34Al AlE ν= = and 
2

75 GPa, 0.20SiO AlE ν= =  [13]. We 

also compute the voltage dependence of the normalized, down-state capacitance from the 

series connection of the capacitances of the layers in the three-layer model developed in 

section II. This comparison is depicted in Fig. 5. The comparison demonstrates consis-

tency between the two approaches. This means that we can use down-state capacitance 

calculated using surface roughness data (eqn (10) above) and compute an effective per-

mittivity aε  for the top layer. Furthermore, the thickness a of the top layer in the three-

layer model (section III) is approximately 6 sσ .  This implies that the top layer can be 

considered to be of thickness encompassing more than 99 % of surface asperities.   

Next, we plot the variation of permittivity and conductivity of top layer 'a' as a 

fraction of bulk properties 'b' in Fig. 6. These results clearly demonstrate a strong correla-

tion between surface roughness and effective permittivity, conductivity and thickness of 

the top contact layer in the three-layer model.  

  

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In summary, we have presented a one-dimensional, electro-quasi-static model for the 

macroscopic, quantitative description of the process of dielectric charging in RF MEMS 

capacitive switches. The proposed model provides for a unifying framework for the in-

corporation of several of physical attributes and processes known to impact dielectric 

charging. More specifically, the model allows for the specific conduction mechanism in 

the dielectric to be taken into account in the model. In addition, it provides for the impact 

of the imperfect contact at the metal-dielectric interface, which is due to surface rough-

ness, to be incorporated in the model. The proposed model relies on experimental input 

for the definition of several of the parameters used. More specifically, the model parame-

ters can be extracted through experiments involving surface roughness characterization 

and capacitance and conductivity measurements as a function of applied voltage. 
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CHARGING or DOWN-STATE 

No. Voltage(V) aε  bε  cε  aσ (S/m) bσ (S/m) cσ (S/m) 

1 30 2.3 4.0 3.8 0.98e-13 1.8e-13 1.8e-13 
2 40 2.5 4.0 3.8 4.00e-13 7.0e-13 7.0e-13 
3 50 2.6 4.0 3.8 9.78e-13 15.0e-13 15.0e-13 

DISCHARGING or UP-STATE 

No. Voltage(V) aε  bε  cε  aσ (S/m) bσ (S/m) cσ (S/m) 

1 30 1.0 4.0 3.8 0.0 0.9e-13 0.9e-13 
2 40 1.0 4.0 3.8 0.0 3.5e-13 3.5e-13 

3 50 1.0 4.0 3.8 0.0 7.5e-13 7.5e-13 
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